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DISTRIBUTIONOF INDEPENDENTFISSION-PRODUCTYIELDS TO

ISOMERIC STATES

— —-—

—— .—. J

by

David G. Madlend and Talmedge R. England
,,

. . —.

ABSTRACT

A simple one-parametermodel is presented for calculating
the distributionof independentyield strength between ground
and isomeric states of primary fission products formed by neu-
tron-inducedfiaaion of actiulde nuclei. Yield branchfng ratios
are calculatedas a function of neutron energy (thermal,fast,
end 14-MeV) for 144 nuclides having isomeric states with T~
20.1 s. The results are proposed for use in the ENDF/B-V yield
files.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear isomeric states are low-lying (~1-MeV

excitation)metastable states. They occur where the

angular momentum differencesbetween the metastable

state end all lower states are large and where the

correspondingenergy differencesare smell. In

these circumstanceselectromagnetictransitionprob-

abilities are strongly reduced because high-order

multiples occur in the reduced matrix elements and

limited energy (frequency)is available for the e-

mitted radiation. Equivalently,the lifetimes of

the states are long, that is, they are metastable

or isomeric. In a shell model picture these states

can exist because major shells occupied by particles

of high angular momentmn are preceded by cloeely

lying (in energy) subahellsoccupied by particles
?

of low angular momentum, which reproduces the con-

ditions set forth above.

Isomeric state transitionsencompass wide var-

iations in the multlpole type and order (M2, E3, M3,

T
Major shell closures at Z,N = 50, 82, and 126 in-
volve lgg 2, lhll/2, and li13/2 particles, respec-
tively. ~e adlacent. lower. eubshella are occu-
pied ~y,
trons or

respectively,
2pI/2, 3sI/2,

2p~/2~ 2d3/2, and 3pI/2 neu-
and 3pl/2 protons.

E4, 144,...) and frequency (-1-keV to -1-MeV) of the

emitted y rays, as well aa competing decay modes

such as internal conversion and 6 decay. Consequent-

ly, the lifetimes of isomeric states epan a wide

range: experimentaldeterminationsrange from

-10-6 s to --1010 s (the lower limit is a matter of

definition, therefore arbitrary). Similarly, the

nuclear ground atetes to which the ieomeric statee

must ultimately decay (except in instancea of 6 de-

cay of either the isomeric state or a lower lying

intermediatestate) display an equally wide range

of lifetimes, --1s to stability, due to variations

(for example) in the controllingfactors of f3decay,

such as end-point energies and interactionmatrix

elements. A consequenceof the wide variation in

the observed half-lives of ieomeric states and &un-

stable ground states is that any detailed descrip-

tion of the time evolution of a collection of ex-

cited nuclei must explicitly account for advance-

ments or retardations,relative to ground statelife-

times, due to the population of isomeric states. In

the caae of a alngle excited nucleus an isomeric

state can be the dominant factor in a nuclear cas-

cade calculation.

The time developmentof the decay energy re-

leaee followingbinary fission la en example in
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which the role of the ieomeric states ie important.

Primary fieeion fragmenta formad at the aciasion

point undergo prompt neutron and Y emission, the de-

gree depending upon the initial fragment excitation

and neutron exceaa. The resulting primary fiaaion

products are either stable (a small fraction) or are

unstable to B decay andlor delayed neutron emission

(a large fraction). If the existence of ieomeric

states ia invoked, the latter group (large fraction)

ie split Into an unchanged component in which no i-

eomeric etatee exiet and a component consistingof

epeciea occupying either their unstable ground state

or their metastable ieomeric state. The patha and

the timaa that elemente of the second component take

in order to reach the,stability line depend crucially

upon the initial populations of the ieomeric etatee

relative to thoee of the ground statee. The time

developmentof the energy releaee of this component

ia thereby aenaitive to the initial relative popula-

tions (branchingfraction). In the caae of thermal

fission of actlnide nuclei, euch as
233, 235U or

239, 245U,roughly 800 primeryproducte are fo~ad.

Approximately100 of these are stable while -700 are

unstable of which -150 (-20%) have known isomeric
1

states with half-lives T z 0.1 S.

~is report ia a summary of a one-parametermod-

el calculationof the relative populationsbetween

iaomeric atatea and ground states of primary fission

products (independentfiaaion yields) formed in neu-

tron-inducedfieaion. Branching ratioa for the dis-

tributionof independentyield strengthsbetween

these atatea are calculatedfor 144 nuclidea as a

function of neutron energy (thermal,faat, and 14-

MeV). In Sec. II the model is developedand simpli-

fying asavmptionsare stated and discuesed. Section

III presents the calculation,the empirical deter-

mination of the mdel parameter, and the results.

Comparison to experimentaldata, a summary, and

future work are diacuseed in Sec. IV.

II. DEVELOPMENTOF THE M3DEL

Perhaps the beat way to calculatebranching ra-

tioa for the distributionof independentyield

atrengtha between ground and iaomeric states ia to

perform atatiaticalnuclear caacede calculations.

These require quantitativeinformation (or asaump-

tione) concerning initial fragment excitationener-

gies and angular momenta, level density descriptions

in both continuumand reeolved regions, the most

likely multipolaritieaand correspondingtransition

probabilitiesfor y de-excitation,neutron emieeion

probabilitiesand transferredangular momenta, and

spine and parities of the ground and i.somericstatea.

Much of this informationia unavailable (at the pre-

sent time) for fission fragments formed in thermal

fission+ and even less fiseion fragment information

exists for fast and 14-MeV neutron-inducedfission.

This fact does not by itself preclude a full cascade

calculationapproach to the problem because effic-

ient measurement have been meda to provide a basis

for reasonableassumptionswhere data do not exist.

However, a full cascade approach for several hundred

cases is probably premature at this time because few

well-measuredyield branching ratioe exist by which

the calculationalassumptionsmight be unfolded and

aenaitivelytested. Thus, a simplifiedapproach is

used in the present work.

A number of isomeric-state/ground-etateratios

have been measured and analyzed (using a atatiatical

caacade approach) from the point of view of deter-

mining the initial fission fragment angular momentum

for reaaone pertinent to fundamentalfission theory.

Our approach is to turn the problem around by simply

retaining the dominant featurea of thesecel~dationa,

treating the initial flasion fragment angular momen-

tum as a parameter, and calculatingthe branching

ratio. An assessmentof the fragment angular momen-

tum studies’-’and other work7’8 on iaomeric states

leads to the following concluaionaor assumptions

applicable to the present approach:

AJ

Calculationsof the branching ratios in reac-

tions where the angular momentum distributionof the

compound system is known indicate that the relative

probabilityof forming each state ia governedmainly

by (1) the angularmomentum differencesbetween the

states participatingin the cascade, and (2) the

angular momenta of the ground and iaomeric states.

In short, sums or integrala over the angular momen-

tum density distribution,P(J), are a dominant fea-

ture of the calculation. The statisticalmodel
9,10

i-
For example, initial fragment excitation energlea
and neutron emieeion probabilitiesare not well
known for fiesion fragmentswith large neutron
excess.
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predicts P(J) to be of the form

P(J) = PO(2J+1) exp
[ 1- (J*)2/<J2> , (1)

where Jms E r ~2> characterize the angular momen-

tum of the Initial fragment.

B&

The calculatedbranching ratioa are relatively

inaenaitiveto the number of y raya aaaumed in the

cascade,N , and the number of emitted neutrons as-
Y

sumed, Nn, as long aa they are within reeaonable

limits (dipole”radiation only and prompt neutrone

only). For example, in an anelysis2 of the
81m81g
Se / Se ratio, populated in 239Pu thermal fis-

sion, the calculatedratio changea by < 10% if N
Y3

is changed from 3 to 3 t 1. Similarly, in a study
of the 134c8m,134 g

Cs ratio, populated in photofis-

sion of 233U with -16-MeV Y rays, the calculated

values of the ratio change by --4%if Ny is in-

creased from 2 to 3. In an anelyais4 of the

131Tem/131Tegratio, populated In the
238

U(a,f) re-

action at 33 MsV, the calculatedratio changes by

< 15% for Nn ranging from O to 2 (thiswork also

concluded that the ratio was rather insensitiveto

Ny).

c~

The important feature that emerges from these
2-6

analyses is that for the distributiondefined by

Eq. 1, a correlationexists between the rma averaged

fragment spin, Jms , and the isomeric-state/ground-

state branching ratio, R. When all approximations

and uncertaintiesare folded in, J~s is determined

to within -1.5 units of angular momentum, that is,

to within -10-25%. Thus, if Jms is specified,R

can be calculated to within some level of confidence.

DA

Within the experimentaluncertaintiesin the

measurementsof R and approximationsused in cascade-

model calculationsof R, the following trends appear

to exist:

1 For a given fission fragment species the+

value of R ia roughly independentof the apeciea of
.

the compound (fissioning)systemT provided the com-

t
Evidence2-6’11can be found to support or oppose a
dependence upon the ground-statespin of the target
nucleus.

pound systems are at approximatelythe same excita-

tion energy (formedby particles of similar energy,

for example). This statement is accurate to within
13~em/131Teg ratio430% for the formation of the

233U 235U and 239PU.
in thermal fission of , , Simi-

lar evidence may be found in Ref. 3 and Ref. 11.

2 For a given fisafon fragment speciesA

formed by fission of a given compound system,R in-

creases with the excitation energy of the compound

system (increasingneutron energy, for example)

provided the spin of the isomeric state, Jm, is

greater than that of the ground state, Jg. That is,

J~s increaseswith the incident particle energy.

See, for example, the change in the
133Xem,133Xeg

235
ratio with increasingneutron energy in U+n

fission.ll Note, however, that the 135Xem/135Xeg

ratio (same reference) does not show this trend.

‘ Further supportingevidence may be found in the

charged-particleinduced-fissiondata reported in

Ref. 4.

3 Different fission fragment species with&

the same values of Jg and Jm have approximatelythe

same R values provided the respective compound sys-

tems are at approximatelythe same excitation energy

(same incident neutron energy, for example). This

statement is accurate to within 20-60% for the

charged-particleinduced-fissiondata of Ref. 4.

The data assessments summarizedby paragraphs

A through D allow the followingmodel assumptions for

the calculationof isomeric-state/ground-stateinde-

pendent yield branching ratios, R, in neutron in-

duced fission.

MODEL ASSUMP1’IONS

It is assumed that

(1) Fission fragments are formed with a density

distribution,P(J), of total angular momentum,

J, which la parameterizedby a characteristic

value, Jma= ~, as given by Eq. 1,

(2) Jms is constant for all fragment masses in the

neutron-inducedfission of all actinide systems,

but varies with incident neutron energy.

(3) The branching mechanism is, simply, that frag-

ments with J values near that of the isomeric

state (Jm) Y decay to the isomeric state, frag-

ments with J values near the ground state, Jg,

y decay to the ground state, and fragmentswith

J values exactly between Jg and Jm divide equal-

ly among ground and isomeric states. The

3



driving force is that electromagnetictransi-

tion ratea are generally atrongeat for minimum

AJ. Neutron emiesion ie ignored.

The branching ratio la obtained from the ratio

of two sums over P(J) in which the sum limits aat-

iafy aaaumption (3). The auma are then replaced by

integrals. No multipoleritieeare aasumed for the

y raya and no electromagnetictrsnaitionselection

rulea are invoked. It la aesumed that their effecte

are affectively cancelledout to firet order in the

integral ratio. The branching ratio, R, la obtained

from Eq. 2 if Jm > Jg and from Eq. 3 if Jm < Jg. In

both equationaJc ie choeen to eatisfy aaeumption

(3).

w.

J P(J)dJ

IY(m) J=

IY(g) + IY(m) = -

!

P(J)dJ
O or 1/2

w

/

P(J)dJ

IY(g) Jc

IY(g) + IY(m) = m
.

I

P(J)dJ
O or 1/2

(2)

(3)

In either caae, R la defined aa N(m)/IY(g), where

IY(m) and IY(g) are the independentyielda to the

iaomeric state and the ground state, respectively.

III. CALCULATION

There are eight separate csaee to calculateR

in using Eqs. 2 end 3. These differ according to

whether the maaa number A end/or lJm- Jgl are even

or odd and whether Jm is greater or leas than J .
6

The casea are eaaily constructedby assemblinghypo-

thetical examplee.

Suppose that Jm > Jg, ao that Eq. 2 la appro-

priate. If A la even (odd) the lower limit of the

integral in the denominatorof Eq. 2 ie O (1/2).~

If Ais even or odd and lJm - Jgl la odd, then Jc

-4(Jm+Jg)+%-LI(Jm +J +1).

‘f

If, however, A

ie even or odd and lJm - Jg is even, then Jc

- +(Jm+Jg) + 1 = %(Jm+Jg+ 2), but there is an

additional term in the numerator of Eq. 2 due to

dividing the contributionfrom J - %(Jm+Jg) equally

between the ground etate and the isomeric state.

This additional term hae the value*

%(Jm+Jg+

where AJ = 1.

valid for Jm <

uate R instead

1) exp
[ 1-(Jm+Jg+l)2/4<J2> AJ ,

The above discussion is identically

Jg except that Eq. 3 is used to eval-

Of Eq. 2.

Performing the integration, four functions

(Fl, F2, F3, F4) are obtainedwhich are used to eval-

uate R using either Eq. 2 or Eq. 3. The extracted

values of R are summarized in Table I for the eight

poseible caees. The F functions to be used are given

by Eqa. 4-7.

A odd, IJm- Jgl even

A odd, lJm-Jgl odd

*
If JW >>1 the difference in tha magnitude of the
integral in the denominator for lower limits of O
and % la negligible in light of the approximations
ueed in the model. The distinctionis maintained
for completeness.

*If (Jm + Jg)AJ/J~s <<1 the additional term ie neg-
ligible in light of the approximation used in the
model. The distinction is maintained for complete-
ness.

9
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A even, IJm- J81 even

~+’) [-W<J2>@$(*)]S+ (1/<J2>) ~ exp (6)

A even, lJm- Jgl odd
I

F4-q[-,l,<J2>l(~)(~)] ● (1)

Use of Eqe. 4-7 and Table I are illustratedby

the following two examples: (1) Suppose A is odd,

Jn= 13/2 and J - 3/2.
6

Then states with J 29/2

presumably decay to the isomeric state and states

with J < 7/2 presumably decay to the ground atate.

Since Jm > J~, Eq. 2 is appropriate,andsince A la

odd,the lower limit of the integral in the denomi-

nator is 1/2. Because lJm - Jgl = 5 is odd, the

lower limit of the integral in the numerator, Jc,

is given by Jc - %(Jm+ Jg + 1) - 9/2. Thus, one

obtains the function F, by evaluatingEq. 2. The

expression for R is then given by Formula 3 of Table

I. (2) Suppose A is even, Jm= 2 and Jg = 8. Then

states with J 2 6 presumably decay to the ground

state, states with J ~ 4 presumably decay to the

isomeric state, end states with J = 5 divide equally

between the ground and isomeric states. Since

Jm < Jg, Eq. 3 is appropriateand since A Is even,

the lower limit of the integral in the denominator

IS O. Because lJm - Jgl = 6 is even, the lower lim-

it of the integral in the numerator is given by Jc

-%(Jm+Jg+2) -6. Thus, one obtaina the func-

tion F3 by evaluatingEq. 3. The expression for R

la then given by Formula 6 of Table I.

It remains to specify the rma value, J-, of

the initial fragment angular momentum as a function

of neutron energy. Aa a startingpoint we have used

values determined in the statisticalcaacade anal-

yses discussed in the beginning of Sec. II: a study
of the 83Sem,83Segratio,2

populated in 239Pu ther-

mal fiesion, resulted in JmS - 8 units; analyais

of the 131Tem/131Tegand 133Tem/133Tegratios,4

235
populated in U thermal fission, resulted in Jm8

values of 6.0 * 1.5 and 5.9 * 1.5 unita, respective-

ly.

It is thereforeassumed that 5 < Jms < 8 for

thermal-neutron-inducedfission. Using Wolfsberg’a
11

compilation of experimentalresults, all possible

iaomeric-state/ground-stateratioa based upon exper-

imental data alone ware listed in order to find the

maximtnnnumber of caseswhereinJm, Jg, and En(inci-

dent neutron energy) are fixed at one eet of valuea.

Ten caaes were found in which the neutron energy is

thermal, Jm = 11)2, and Jg = 3/2 (the cases span
233,235U 239Pu thermal fiaaion end R ratios for
131,133T: and 133,135xe)

. The model would predict

the same R value for each case and, indeed, the ex-

perimental points give R= 2.322 z 0.323. Using

this R t AR value in Formula 1 of Table I yields

J = 7.5 ? 0.5 for thermsl fission. Adoptingrms
this value, the J- value for feet and 14-MeV neu-

tron-inducedfission must have J- > 7.5 t 0.5

based on the discussion in Sec. II-D-2. Again, use

of the data compiled in Ref. 11 together with a data

point for 1O-MSV proton-inducedfLsaion in Ref. 5

indicatea that Jm~ = 8 for fast neutrons (Ens 2-

MeV), Jma = 9 for 10-MeV protons (neutrons),and

J R 10 for 14-MeV neutrona. Uncertaintiesofrms
these values are difficult to estimate because of

aparse data, but AJma = t 1-2 units is probably not

unreasonable.12

A plot of Jm~ va En indicates Jma a =n.

This behavior can be reproducedby adding the thermal

J~~ value (7.5) in quadraturewith kR of the incom-

ing neutron of energy En, where k is the wave number..
and R is the target radius.

J = (7.5, 7.6, 7.8, 9.1,rma
0.5, 2.0, 10.0, 14.0) which

This presumptionyielda

9.7) for En (MsV) = (0.0,

agrees well with the

5



TABLE I

ISOMERIC STATE TO GROUND STATE INDEPENDENTYIELD BRANCHING RATIO, R

“ODD A

L

1-

1 2

Jm-Jg - even ihteger Jm-Jg = even integer

Jn>J Jm < Jg
~

()

PI

()

1 - PI

1 - PI ‘1

3 4

Jm-Jg = odd integer Jm-Jg = odd integer

Jm>J “Jm< J
s g

()

‘2

()

1-F2

1-F
2 F2

EVENA

r
5“ 6
Jm-Jg = even integer Jm-Jg * wen integer

Jm>J
s Jm<J

E

()

‘3

()

1 - F3

1- F3
F3

7 8
Jm-Jg = add integer Jm-Jg = odd integer

Jn>J
g

JmcJ
g

‘4

) ()

1-F4

14-F
‘4

above. In atnmnary,the present calculationuaea formula number from Table I, (3) an R value with

J= = (7.5, 7.5, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0) for En (MeV) parentheaeemeans that some quantity (ueuallyJ)

- (0.0, 0.5, 2.0, 10.0, 14.0). ueed in the calculationis not known with certainty,

The calculated isomeric-stateto ground-state end (4) all references in Table II are compiled at

independentyield ratios, R, are presented in Table the end of the table.

II togetherwith experimentalresults whenever they xv. SUMMARY

exist. The table is self-explanatorywith the fol- Comparisonsof calculatedand experimentalR

lowing exception: (1) column 2 contains “G,” “M” valuea are ahown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fi.z.1 the

for ground end ieomeric statea end “Ex” for excita- deta pointa for
131,135Teand 133,135X=~;re used

tion energy, in keV, relative to the ground state, in the determinationof Jm~ for

(2) column 5 contains a reference for the informa- trons. However, model tests are

tion in the previous four columns and theappropriate remaining aix data pointa of the

the thermal neu-

provided by the

figure. The

6
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Fig. 1. Compariaonaof calculatedand experi-
mental isomeric-state/ground-statein-
dependent.yieldratios.

agreement ie quite good in five of the six cases

and if uncertaintiesin J~~ are folded into the

calculatedvalues (15-30%)agreement exists in eve-

ry case. It is worthwhile pointing out that calcu-

lation of the R values for
128,130

Sb by the statis-

tical weighting factor (2Jm + 1)/(2Jg + 1), as sug-
13geated by Holmholz and Segre, underpredictsthe

data by a factor --2whereas the present work gives

values slightly higher than the data. The data of

Fig. 2 were used in determiningJ= as a function

of En, thue no model test is provided. Note that

the range of the calculatedvalues due to uncertain-

ties in Jms has not been indicated in the figure.

The figure is presented to illustrate the energy

dependenceof Jms for the calculationsgiven in

Table II.

The next attempt to catalog unlmown isomeric-

state/ground-stateindependentyield branching ratios

as a function of En should probably be a series of

full statisticalnuclear cascade calculations,es-

pecially if more detailed and accurate data become

available over the short term. In lieu of this,

however, the present model could perhaps be improved

by making use of the fact that J= for light frag-

ments (A < 118, for example) is apparently less then

J- for heavy fragments,all other quantities fix-

ed.14 More work could also be done on the question

of the influence of the ground state apin of the

target nucleus, that is, the angular momentum dis-

tribution of the initial compound system should be

studied. Finally, the influence of states lying

between ground and isomeric states should be examined

En (M6V)

Comparison of calculatedand experi-
mental isomeric-state/ground-state
independent ield ratio as a function

3Of En for 13 Xe in 235u fission.

more cloeely.
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